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TO TRAVEL ALL YEAR LONG, JOIN US ON:

BIENVENUE SAINT-QUAY-PORTRIEUX

BIENVENUE_SAINT_QUAY_PORTRIEUX

SAINT_QUAY_PORTRIEUX

How to get to Saint-Quay-Portrieux
BY TRAIN

BY BUS

Train connections to Saint-Brieuc train station

Paris
Lyon
Brest
Nantes
Rennes

2 h 15
5 h 15
1 h 20
2 h 40
1 h 00

BY CAR
Paris
Nantes
Vannes
Rennes
Brest
Lorient
Quimper
Saint-Brieuc

Daily bus connections with BREIZHGO
Ligne 1 (Paimpol / Saint-Brieuc)
Allow 35 minutes to get to
Saint-Quay-Portrieux from Saint-Brieuc
www.breizhgo.bzh
+33 (0)2 99 300 300

BY TAXI
5h
2 h 45
2 h 10
1 h 30
1 h 30
2 h 10
2 h 15
0 h 30

Atlas Taxi
www.atlas-taxi.fr
+33 (0)6 37 10 19 84
Allo Taxi Crépin
www.taxi-crepin-22.fr
+33 (0)2 96 22 66 05

CAR RENTAL
A few companies offer car rental from
Saint-Brieuc train station

LANNION
BREST

SAINT-QUAY-PORTRIEUX
SAINT-BRIEUC

PARIS

RENNES
NANTES
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Not-to-be-missed

Saint-Quay-Portrieux is a charming resort with beaches, a deep-water marina, a
drying harbour and alleyways. Enjoy a hike along the customs ofﬁcer’s path, or a
card game at the casino, a true seaside adventure all year round!

THE SEAWATER SWIMMING POOL

THE ÎLE DE LA COMTESSE
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THE CUSTOMS OFFICERS’ PATH

THE PORT D’ARMOR
Share your favorite memories from Saint-Quay-Portrieux with us

@22_PHOTO_GRAPHY_

OPLRS_

@ PIERREHENRY385
@HUBERT_SAGORIN

USE THE HASHTAG @SAINTQUAYPORTRIEUX AND CHECK OUR ACCOUNT @BIENVENUE_SAINT_QUAY_PORTRIEUX
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AVAILABLE AT THE TOURIST OFFICE
OF SAINT-QUAY-PORTRIEUX

conception cartographie :

Map

Saint-Quay-Portrieux
AT THE HEART OF THE SAINT-BRIEUC BAY

Located just a few miles away from the most popular spots in Northern Brittany,
Saint-Quay-Portrieux is the perfect place to spend your holidays.

1

10 MIN AWAY

1 • Binic-Étables-sur-Mer

Whether it is for a walk or just to have lunch outside, Binic port is a
must-see.

2 • Falaises de Plouha

The highest cliffs of Brittany are a hikers paradise with access to the
GR34, pebble beaches, and breathtaking panoramas.

4

3 • Saint-Brieuc

30 MIN AWAY

Do not miss the historic centre and street art on the side of buildings.

4 • Paimpol and the Île de Bréhat

Paimpol is a traditional Breton port with colorful boats. A few
kilometers away, get on board Les Vedettes de Bréhat and discover the
island of Flowers.

5 • Small towns and villages

Enjoy the medieval streets, picturesque half-timbered houses
and small gardens of Châtelaudren (20 min), Pontrieux (40 min),
Moncontour (40 min) and Quintin (45 min).

6 • Pléneuf-Val-André

Across the bay, Pléneuf-Val-André is a family resort divided into three
areas: Pléneuf, Dahouët, and Val-André, the seaside resort.

5

45 MIN AWAY

7 • Les Caps d’Erquy et de Fréhel

Hike through the Grand Site Cap d’Erquy-Cap Fréhel and admire wild
landscapes made of pink sandstone cliffs and sandy beaches.
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2

3

30 MIN AWAY

7

6

15 MIN AWAY

60 MIN AWAY

45 MIN AWAY
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Sailing and seaside
Saint-Quay-Portrieux has ﬁve sandy beaches and a beautiful
hiking track along the coast: a perfect place for your seaside
holidays with family and friends. Thanks to its two ports,
Saint-Quay-Portrieux is THE resort to be: traditional sailing,
sightseeing boat trips, catamaran… it’s up to you
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BEACHES

GOOD TO KNOW

Lifeguards on duty
from July to August.

Plage du Casino

WE LIKE

This beach next to the Casino is one of the most
popular sandy beaches in the Côtes d’Armor, and has
always been ever since the creation of the seaside
resort. Visitors enjoy playing in the waves, swimming
in the seawater pool and splashing about in the
toddlers’ paddling pool.

Equipped for the whole family and lifeguards on duty from July to
August. Direct access to the GR34.
Non-smoking beach.

FACILITIES

Convention center, children’s beach club, seawater swimming pool,
paddling pool, playground, showers, toilets, beach huts, car and
bicycle parks. Casino, bars, restaurants and shops.

Plage du Châtelet

WE LIKE

Well sheltered and lifeguards on duty from July to August.
Direct access to the GR34®.

FACILITIES

Seawater swimming pool, showers, toilets, beach huts, car and
bicycle parks. Casino, bars, restaurants and shops.

This sandy and rocky beach, sheltered by cliffs, is
mostly accessible as the tide recedes: then comes
the perfect time to explore it. It is located next to
the Plage du Casino, and from there, visitors can also
get to the seawater pool and paddling pool, great
facilities for those who are learning how to swim.
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BEACHES

Plage de la Comtesse

WE LIKE

A sandy beach, next to the Port, perfect for
swimming, with a paddling pool for the little ones.
From there, you get an uninterrupted glimpse of
the goings-on at the Port. At low tide, explore the
Île de la Comtesse, but keep an eye on the tide
times!

Lifeguards on duty from July to August. Île de la Comtesse
accessible at low tide times!
Non-smoking beach.

FACILITIES

Showers, toilets, paddling pool, beach huts, picnic table, car and
bicycle parking. Port d’Armor, bars, restaurants and shops.

Plage du Portrieux

WE LIKE

A sheltered sandy beach at the drying harbour,
facing south. Next to the deep-water harbour.
Swimming is not permitted there.

The view on the Portrieux (the drying harbour) and its colorful
boats.
Direct access to the GR34® and the Vélomaritime.

FACILITIES

Children’s beach club, playground, car and bike parks. Port d’Armor,
bars, restaurants and shops.
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BEACHES

Plage de la grève Noire

WE LIKE

This south-facing beach got its name from the
same phenomenon that occurs on the Plage de la
Comtesse: the black ilmenite that makes the sand
turn black.

Peaceful and sheltered.
Small sea wall for ﬁshing. Direct access to the GR34®.

FACILITIES

Shower, boat slipway, car park.

Grève de Fonteny

Grève de l’Isnain

Lying at the foot of a cliff, in a little cove right
next to the Bellevue campsite, Grève de Fonteny
is a quiet little corner of sand and rock.

This small sand-and-rock beach is lovely and
quiet.

WE LIKE
FACILITIES

Perfect for a family exploration.
Direct access to the GR34®.
Paddling pool, car park and picnic tables.

WE LIKE
FACILITIES

Wild and preserved.
Dogs allowed all year round.
Pétanque ﬁeld, car park.
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Ports
LE PORTRIEUX

SAINT-QUAY PORT D’ARMOR 24H/24

Also known as the drying harbour, it has 450 berths including
8 for short stays. Ships used to set sail from here to ﬁsh off
Newfoundland from 1612 onwards. It still has all the traditional
charm of a Breton harbour with moorings on chains secured
to concrete blocks and sheltered anchorage in summer,
weather permitting.

A fully equipped modern deep-water marina inaugurated
in 1990, accessible 24 hours a day, and sheltered from the
dominant winds. The pontoons offer 1030 berths for boats
ranging from 6 to 18 meters, and multihulls. Saint-QuayPortrieux is recognized as the scallop capital of Brittany.
The northern part of the harbor is thus dedicated to the
ﬁshing ﬂeet.

48°38’,8 N • 002°49’,0 W

CONTACT

VHF9 • 48° 38 ’ 92 N • 2° 49’ 07 W

CONTACT

HARBOUR OFFICE

MARINA OFFICE

 +33 (0)2 96 70 95 31

 +33 (0)2 96 70 81 30
 welcome@port-armor.com
 www.port-armor.com
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BOAT TRIPS

TRADITIONAL SAILING

Sensation Nautique
Coached by an instructor, become a master onboard an old lobster boat of 1947 that
has been completely renovated. Combine the learning of traditional sailing with the
discovery of an exceptional maritime heritage.
 From April to November
 People with reduced mobility subject to conditions
 2-hour to 3-day boat trips
 Children from 15 kg depending on the duration of the tour

Port d’Armor • Saint-Quay-Portrieux

CATAMARAN TRIP

Maestro Croisières

Onboard a comfortable catamaran,
discover the delights of sailing in the
Saint-Brieuc bay
 Trips: in the morning, in the afternoon,

or in the evening or for a whole day

 All year round (subject to conditions)
 Passengers with reduced mobility on

request

Port d’Armor - Saint-Quay-Portrieux

SAILING TRIP

Voiles & Traditions
BOAT TRIP TO THE ILE DE BRÉHAT

Vedettes de Bréhat
A 1-hour commented boat trip to see the impressive cliffs of the Côte du Goëlo
and the magniﬁcent panoramas of the Paimpol Bay. Stay onboard as the boat sails
around the 96 islands and islets of the Bréhat archipelago. Then disembark to
explore the island of Flowers on foot or by bike.
 Several departures from Saint-Quay Port d’Armor between April and September
 Departure at 8:30 from the Port d’Armor / 17:15 from the Île de Bréhat
 Buy tickets the day before the trip (before 3pm)

Port d’Armor • Saint-Quay-Portrieux

INFORMATION AND BOOKING

For a day or a few hours, discover the Bréhat
archipelago and the Trieux estuary onboard an
old sailing ship.
Departure from Paimpol, Lezardrieux, or

Loguivy-de-la-mer

Tourist Ofﬁce • +33 (0)2 96 70 40 64 • www.saintquayportrieux.com
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WATER ACTIVITIES

SAILING

Pôle Nautique du Sud Goëlo
At the Nautical base, children from the age of 5 can experience sailing in a sailor group on a rather large boat, while children aged
7 to 13 can learn how to sail on “Optimists”, dinghies, sailboards and small catamarans. Teenagers can sail on single or double
dinghies as well as on catamarans. Beginners or experienced, the practice of sailing is open to all.
 Regular practice
 Internships and rentals during school holidays and summer holidays
 Private lessons available

Quai Robert Richet - Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Pôle Nautique Sud Goëlo • +33 (0)2 96 70 54 65 • www.polenautiquesudgoelo.fr

FISHING TRIP

Bretagne Services Maritimes
On your own, with friends or with your family, Bretagne Services Maritimes
offers ﬁshing trips from Saint-Quay-Portrieux.
Port d’Armor - Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Bretagne Services Maritimes

+33 (0)2 96 70 40 64 • www.saintquayportrieux.com

DIVING

Armor Plongée
Enjoy the marine biodiversity of the Saint-Brieuc Bay and discover the
richness of our seabed.
 Diving lessons and snorkeling at sea from April to October
 Training and explorations all year round
 Minimum age for scuba diving: 8 years old
Port d’Armor - Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Armor Plongée

+33 (0)6 09 21 09 90 • www.armorplongee.com

KITESURFING

O Rider’s School & Flying Squid
Have a successful experience thanks to a light and easy-to-use equipment. Feel free and safe
while practicing with professionals.
 Conditions: know how to swim, weigh more than 40 kg and… be in a very good shape
 Beginners and experienced, private lessons possible
Saint-Quay-Portrieux • O-Rider’s School • +33 (0)2 96 52 49 33 • www.o-rider-shop.com
Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Flying Squid • +33 (0)6 30 97 66 74 • www.ﬂying-squid.fr
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WATER ACTIVITIES

KAYAKING

Kayak Avel Vor & Guy Kayak
Slide on the water and admire the fauna and ﬂora at the foot of the cliff or on the islands. Explore some hidden spots of the coast.
Kayaks are easy to use and kayaking is practiced all year round.
 All year round
 Equipment provided
 Individuals and groups

Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Kayak Avel Vor • +33 (0)6 63 15 70 20 • www.kayakvelvor.fr
Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Guy Kayak • +33 (0)6 02 06 40 58 • www.kayak-goelo.com

EQUIPMENT RENTAL
Pôle Nautique Sud-Goëlo
From the Pôle Nautique in Saint-Quay-Portrieux you can rent catamarans, paddleboards, kayaks and sailboards.
Quai Robert Richet - Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Pôle Nautique Sud Goëlo • +33 (0)2 96 70 54 65 • www.polenautiquesudgoelo.fr

Kayak Avel Vor
Rent kayaks and paddles with Kayak Avel Vor and explore the area.
Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Kayak Avel Vor • +33 (0)6 63 15 70 20 • www.kayakvelvor.fr

Le Homard Flottant
On the Plage du Casino or the Plage de la Comtesse, Aurélie welcomes you in her blue truck «Le Homard Flottant». Water sports
equipment rental and beach games are available for rent for the whole family.
Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Le Homard Flottant • +33 (0)6 61 97 33 97 • www.lehomardﬂottant.fr

Loc Voile Armor
Loc Voile Armor offers a large ﬂeet of cruising sailboats and motor boats (with licence), in Saint-Quay-Portrieux.
Saint-Quay-Portrieux • Loc Voile Armor • +33 (0)2 96 70 92 94 • www.locvoilearmor.com
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Nature and rambling
Discover the Côte du Goëlo and its breathtaking views above
the sea and the islands. Hikers will love the customs ofﬁcers’
path and the seaside villas! Enough of walking? Get on your
bike and enjoy the Vélomaritime. So whether you are on foot
or by bike, just escape!
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NATURE AND RAMBLING

THE CUSTOMS OFFICERS’
PATH (GR34®)
Enjoy a nice walk along the coastline.
From the path you will have a
breathtaking panoramic view over the
bay and see some beautiful early 20th
century houses and you will also get a
nice view on the offshore islands.
 Departure: Drying Harbour (the Portrieux)
 Arrival: Le Romeur (One way)
 Info: 6 km - 1h45 – Easy
NOT-TO-BE-MISSED
 2 harbours : Le Portrieux and Saint-Quay

Port d’Armor

 The Château de Calan, the Île de la Comtesse
 The Pointe du Sémaphore and its viewpoint

indicator

 The seawater swimmingpool
 Beaches – Plage du Châtelet, Plage du

Casino, Plage de la grève noire

 A fountain – the Fontaine Saint-Quay
 The Romeur viewpoint and its maritime

pines

OLD HOUSES TOUR,
HISTORY AND HERITAGE
While you are on the customs ofﬁcers‘
path, discover the treasures of SaintQuay-Portrieux: beautiful early 20th
century houses, a windmill, chapels…
 Departure: Tourist ofﬁce
 Arrival: Tourist ofﬁce (Loop)
 Info: 7 km – 2h30 – easy
NOT-TO-BE-MISSED
 The Plage du Casino and the Plage du

Châtelet

 The seawater swimmingpool,
 The beautiful houses from the 20th century,
 The Pointe du Sémaphore and its viewpoint

indicator

 The Château de Calan, the Île de la Comtesse
 The Portrieux area, its alleys and the

Chapelle Sainte-Anne

 The Moulin Saint-Michel
 The Chapelle Notre Dame de la Garde and

the Fontaine Saint-Quay

TO GUIDE YOU

Ask for a map at the tourist ofﬁce or visit • www.saintquayportrieux.com
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CYCLING

« LA VÉLOMARITIME »
EUROVELO 4 CYCLE ROUTE
La Vélomaritime is 260 km long in the Côtes d’Armor
and goes through Saint-Quay-Portrieux. This road
is most of the time shared between cars and bikes
(sometimes it is for bikes only).

CYCLING ITINERARIES IN THE
SAINT-BRIEUC BAY
The Bay of Saint-Brieuc offers nearly 28 cycling
loops between land and sea. With different levels of
difﬁculty, get on your bikes and ride on itineraries
ranging from 10 to 43 km. Among them, you will ﬁnd
7 loops departing from Lantic, and 1 departing from
Plourhan.
RENT A BIKE :
 Ker Moor Hôtel Préférence**** • +33 (0)2 96 70 52 22
 Balade Bike • +33 (0)6 10 80 79 22
 Diduañ • +33 (0)6 14 03 75 29
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NATURE EXCURSION

LES Z’ÉCO-NATURE
Discover the richness of the
coast and the treasures of its
biodiversity with a nature guide.
 From the age of 5
 During school holidays and

summer holidays

PHOTOGRAPHY
HIKE
With a professional photographer,
explore Saint-Quay-Portrieux from
the customs ofﬁcers’ path to learn
the basics of photography or to
improve your skills.
 Bring your camera or

smartphone with you

SOPHROLOGY
IN NATURE
Looking for disconnection? Enjoy
the pleasure of discovering nature
and awake your curiosity and your
senses in the Parc de la Duchesse
Anne.
 During summer holidays

INFORMATION AND BOOKING

Tourist Ofﬁce • +33 (0)2 96 70 40 64 • www.saintquayportrieux.com
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History and heritage
Saint-Quay-Portrieux was one of the ﬁrst seaside resorts in
Northern Brittany, and a point of departure to go ﬁshing in the
Newfoundland waters.
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Moulin
Saint-Michel

HISTORY AND HERITAGE

Built in 1830, the windmill overlooks the
town and offers a wonderful panoramic
view on the Bay of Saint-Brieuc.
There used to be a small chapel dedicated
to the archangel Michael where the windmill
stands today. The Moulin Saint-Michel has
been completely restored and opens
occasionally during summer holidays
for special events.

Chapelle Notre-Dame de la Garde
Built in 1828, this chapel is unique because it was built as a
rotunda. It is dedicated to Notre Dame de la Garde who was
worshipped by the sailors returning from long sea journeys in
the Newfoundland and Iceland waters, and by their families.
The chapel opens occasionally during summer holidays.

Fontaine Saint-Quay
A small pyramidal granite monument
stands over the fountain. The water
from this spring has always been
regarded as miraculous and as having
special injury-healing properties.
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HISTORY AND HERITAGE

Île de la Comtesse

The perfect playground for Robinson Crusoes accessible every day at low
tide. Nestled between the Pointe du Sémaphore and Saint-Quay Port d’Armor,
the tiny Île de la Comtesse, all ruins and greenery, is a heaven of peace and
quiet. The island’s name probably dates back to the 13th century, as several
countesses owned the small island in turn.

Seawater swimming pool

Château de Calan

Probably the most famous view of Saint-Quay-Portrieux. It dates
back to 1929, when Saint-Quay-Portrieux became a resort. It took
only 4 months to build it, quite a technical feat in the 30’s. There
originally was a diving board tower, but it was removed after
several accidents.

A piece of Moorish architecture on Breton soil. The Count of
Calan was a diplomat in the Middle-East and built the castle in
1880. The second owner ﬁnished its construction after 1900,
keeping the Moorish style which was fancy during the universal
exhibition. Today, the villa is a private house.
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HISTORY AND HERITAGE

Pointe du Sémaphore

The Semaphore of Saint-Quay-Portrieux was built on a promontory 100
metres above sea-level. It allows to keep watch over the maritime trafﬁc of
the Saint-Brieuc Bay. At the foot of the semaphore, on the customs ofﬁcers’
path, there is a panoramic view from the Bréhat archipelago to the Cap
Fréhel. A viewpoint indicator allows you to locate all the main landmarks
along the coastline and across the bay.

Chapelle Sainte-Anne
The construction of the Chapelle Sainte-Anne was ﬁnanced
by the sale of ﬁsh in 1770. The labour and materials were
graciously provided by the inhabitants. Restored in 1929, it
houses a painting representing the drying harbour in 1777. The
chapel opens occasionally during summer holidays.

Île Harbour
1.8km away from the coast, facing the Pointe
du Semaphore, the lighthouse indicates the
hazardous rocks of the Saint-Quay islands.
Built in 1847, the light can be seen from more
than 13km out and is now automated.
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Leisure activities
In summer or winter, whether you want to move, rest, learn,
contemplate, bask or initiate yourself, there will always be
something for you.
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LEISURE ACTIVITIES
CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY CENTRE

Grains de sable

OUTDOOR

Playground

For children aged 3 to 12. Many activities:
visits, sports and bivouacs.
 Open from Monday to Friday during school
holidays and summer holidays
INFORMATION AND BOOKING:

Town hall: 52 boulevard Foch
Saint-Quay-Portrieux
+33 (0)2 96 70 80 80
www.saintquayportrieux.fr
Children’s activity centre:
19 rue des Écoles • Saint-QuayPortrieux +33 (0)2 96 65 26 96 or
+33 (0)6 75 62 82 96

TEENAGERS’ ACTIVITY CENTRE

All year round, children can access two outdoor
playgrounds.
Boulevard du Général de Gaulle

Quai de la République
Saint-Quay-Portrieux

KIDS BEACH CLUB

Club des Canetons

Centre de Loisirs des Jeunes
The Centre de Loisirs is open in July and
August for teenagers from 13 to 17 years old.
It offers various sport activities (water sports
and land sports...)
INFORMATION AND BOOKING:

Tourist ofﬁce •
+33 (0)2 96 70 40 64
www.saintquayportrieux.com

Erwan welcomes children from 3 to 12 years old from
Monday to Saturday (except for bank holidays).
 Swimming lessons on request
Plage du Portrieux • Saint-Quay-Portrieux

+33 (0)6 95 46 25 16

CREATIVE WORKSHOP

Atelier Kréa’ Toutig

For children from 5 to 15 years old. With Anna
Kropiowska, children make small objects,
and discover a wide range of techniques
(sculpture, modelling, cutting, working with
cardboard, felt, cork…). Anna adapts to the
seasons and festivities and to everyone’s
level.
 For children aged 5 to 15
 Equipment provided
 Every Wednesday afternoon
INFORMATION AND BOOKING :

Tourist ofﬁce • +33 (0)2 96 70 40 64
www.saintquayportrieux.com

PAINTING WORKSHOP

Atelier Kréa’Quarelle

Unleash your creativity with Anna
Kropiowska. Discover watercolor and get
precious advice from the artist. Light,
proportions and colors will no longer hold any
secrets for you!
 For beginners and experienced from
12 years old
 Equipment provided
 Every Wednesday morning during school
holidays and summer holidays
INFORMATION AND BOOKING:

Tourist ofﬁce • +33 (0)2 96 70 40 64
www.saintquayportrieux.com

KIDS BEACH CLUB

Club des Coquillages

The Club des Coquillages welcomes children from
3 to 14 years old from Sunday to Friday.
 Swimming lessons on request
Plage du Casino • Saint-Quay-Portrieux

+33 (0)6 63 09 99 95

GAMES

Mini golf

From July to August, the mini-golf welcomes all
the family. Each hole represents a landmark in
miniature of the resort.
 Every day from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m
Boulevard du Général de Gaulle • Saint-

Quay-Portrieux • +33 (0)2 96 70 40 36
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LEISURE ACTIVITIES
CASINO GAMES

NIGHT CLUB

Kasino
The casino is an unmissable
place in the resort with its slot
machines and classic table
games, not to mention its sea
view restaurant.
 Open every day from 10pm
to 3am

Discothèque l’Étrier Club

Enjoy unforgettable nights in a festive musical
atmosphere. Open every night during summer,
every weekend from September to June and on
the day before bank holidays.

6 boulevard du Général

de Gaulle
Saint-Quay-Portrieux
+33 (0)2 96 70 40 36
www.kasino.bzh

3 bis Place de la Plage • Saint-Quay-

Portrieux • +33 (0)2 96 70 48 36
www.facebook.com/etrierclub

TENNIS Saint-Quay-Portrieux
Tennis Club

CINEMA

Cinema Arletty
This 1932 Art Deco style
cinema offers very modern
digital equipment. Sit back, get
comfortable and relax.
 Open every day
Place Jean-Baptiste Barat

Saint-Quay-Portrieux
+33 (0)2 96 70 78 70
www.cinearletty.com

Open every day during summer. Lessons
available. Possibility to book a tennis court.
Place Jean-Baptiste Barat • Saint-Quay-

Portrieux • +33 (0)2 96 70 51 81 or
+33 (0)6 11 95 69 14

BRETON DANCES

TABLE TENNIS

Danserien Sant Ké

de table

In Brittany, Celtic music and
dance are tradition. Fest deiz
(day festival) and Fest noz (night
festival) are very festive events
for the whole family.
 Free initiations during summer

Club Espérance Tennis

During holidays, the players of the club
«Esperance» welcome holidaymakers in a friendly
atmosphere.
 Free access on Wednesday and Friday from 5pm

Saint-Quay-Portrieux

+33 (0)6 87 13 84 74
www.danserien-sant-ke.fr

Salle le Celtic • Rue Poincaré

Saint-Quay-Portrieux • +33 (0)2 96 70 70 28
or +33 (0)6 89 23 83 83

BADMINTON

Sant Ke Bad

Sant Ke Bad welcomes you all year round on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
 For beginner or experienced players.
Salle de l’Esperance

Saint-Quay-Portrieux
santkebad@gmail.com
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ARCHERY

Les Archers du Sud-Goëlo

An archery club for all. Beginner lessons for
children from the age of 10. Every Thursday
during school and during summer holidays from
5:00 p.m
Stade Eugène Lallinec or Salle de

l’Espérance • Saint-Quay-Portrieux

ZUMBA AND FITNESS

Quino C’Sport

Move and have fun to the rhythm of sunny music.
For teenagers and adults, beginners or experienced.
 Every Wednesday in July and August
Saint-Quay-Portrieux • In front of the

Congress Center (backup room depending
on the weather) • +33 (0)6 46 63 73 96

LEISURE ACTIVITIES IN THE AREA

POOL COMPLEX

Piscine Goëlys

A 320m² leisure pool complex heated to 29 °C all year round. Enjoy the
pool, the water slide and relax in the sauna, the hammam or Jacuzzi.
 10 minutes away from Saint-Quay-Portrieux
Binic-Etables-sur-Mer • +33 (0)2 96 69 20 10

www.piscinegoelys.fr

GOLF I

Golf de la Baie de Saint-Brieuc

Test your swing on a high quality golf course, protected from the sea
winds and in amazing surroundings.
18-hole course and practice facilities (covered and uncovered)
Modern clubhouse with bar, restaurant and seminar room.
 10 minutes away from Saint-Quay-Portrieux
Lantic • +33 (0)2 96 71 90 74 • www.golfdesajoncsdor.fr

ZOOO

Zooparc de Trégomeur

The “Zooparc de Trégomeur” is the only zoo in the area. Discover an Asian
botanical garden and rare protected animals.
Catering available on site.
 20 minutes away from Saint-Quay-Portrieux

GARDEN

La Roche Jagu

This medieval castle is a must-see in Brittany. You will be surprised by the
beauty of its contemporary gardens.
 20 minutes away from Saint-Quay-Portrieux
Ploëzal • +33 (0)2 96 95 62 35 • www.larochejagu.fr

Trégomeur • +33 (0)2 96 79 01 07 • www.zoo-tregomeur.com

ABBEY

Abbaye maritime de Beauport

Founded in 1202, the Abbaye de Beauport is a must-see site within the
department.
 30 minutes away from Saint-Quay-Portrieux
Kérity - Paimpol • +33 (0)2 96 55 18 58

contact@abbayebeauport.com • www.abbayebeauport.com
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Flavours

Scallop capital of Brittany
COQUILLE SAINT-JACQUES
OR PECTEN
Scallops live mainly in sandy areas. The eggs are laid in the
summer, then the larvae drift in the sea before ﬁnding a place to
attach themselves and grow. Once they have reached a millimeter
in size, they detach themselves from their base and live freely on
the sandy bottom. They are particularly vulnerable to a wide range
of predators. However, they grow quickly and are soon able to
escape when attacked.
The minimum legal size for scallops is 10 cm (10.2 cm in the case
of those ﬁshed in the Saint-Brieuc Bay); scallops can reach this
size after 2 or 3 years. An astounding fact about this species of
shellﬁsh is that it contains roe or ‘coral’ in the summer. From
October to April, the period during which they are ﬁshed, they
are known as ‘coquilles blanches’ (white scallops that do not
contain coral).
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SCALLOP FISHING
From October to April, ﬁshermen ﬁsh scallops 2 times a week, for
45 minutes only! These restrictions were implemented in order
to protect the scallop population. When scallop ﬁshing begins, no
time to rest: ﬁshermen put the scallop dredges into the sea (large
metallic nets used to scrape the sand and collect shells), then pull
them out, sort the shells, and throw the small ones back to the
sea. When the 45 minutes are over, ﬁshermen return to the port
quickly to land their catch before it goes to auction. You can watch
the arrival of the boats but the auction is not open to the public as
it is reserved for professionals.

FLAVOURS

The crepe
challenge

BRETON EXPERIENCE
If you want to learn how to make an authentic Breton
crêpe, then this is the right place – to produce a good
crepe! In Saint-Quay-Portrieux, Géraldine will be
delighted to give you a little lesson in crepe making,
and you will have the opportunity to try your hand
at using the traditional “billig” and to become the
expert “crêpier” you always knew you were.

INFORMATION AND BOOKING

Tourist Ofﬁce • +33 (0)2 96 70 40 64 • www.saintquayportrieux.com

CATERING

MARKET

Find the list of all our bars and restaurants
on our pocket size street map.
DOWNLOAD IT ON:
www.saintquayportrieux.com
or ask for it at the Tourist Ofﬁce

On monday morning at the drying HABOUR:
Quai Robert Richet
On friday morning around the church:
Rue Jeanne d’Arc and in the surroundings
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Your stay partners
Prepare your stay! Much more than a seaside resort, SaintQuay-Portrieux is an all year round destination offering
quality services: accommodation, shops, craftsmen…

SHOPS, CRAFTSMEN AND SERVICE COMPANIES
Discover a large choice of shops, craftsmen and service companies in Saint-Quay-Portrieux on
www.saintquayportrieux.com or ask for pocket size street map at the Tourist Ofﬁce.

ACCOMMODATION
Find your accommodation among our partners: hotels, campsites, bed and breakfast, and holiday rental.
Check our website www.saintquayportrieux.com or ask for our accommodation guide.
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Emergency
EUROPEAN EMERGENCY NUMBER
FIRE DEPARTMENT
SAMU 24H/24

.........................................

..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

EMERGENCY SMS SERVICE FOR DEAF
AND HARD OF HEARING PEOPLE

...............................................

POLICE

112
18
15

Poison centre

...........................................

ANGERS

General hospital

................................

+33 (0)2 41 48 21 21

+33 (0)2 96 01 71 23

Y. LE FOLL - Saint-Brieuc • 10 rue Marcel Proust

Police Station

.........................................

+33 (0)2 96 70 61 24

Binic-Étables-sur-Mer

114

...............................................................................................................................................

17

Aid station

PLAGE DU CASINO............................................+33 (0)2 96 70 30 92
PLAGE DE LA COMTESSE ......................... +33 (0)2 96 70 59 57

24/7 emergency service at sea: 196
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The tourist office
CONTACT

OPENING TIMES

17 bis rue Jeanne d’Arc
22410 Saint-Quay-Portrieux
Latitude : 48.6480393
Longitude : -2.8267880
+33 (0)2 96 70 40 64
tourisme@saintquayportrieux.com

JULY/AUGUST
Monday to Saturday: 9 am - 7 pm
Sunday and bank holiday: 10.00 - 12.30 am / 3.30 - 6 pm
APRIL, MAY, JUNE, SEPTEMBER
Monday to Saturday: 9 - 12.30 am / 2 - 6.30 pm
(closed on Thursday morning except during school holidays)
FROM OCTOBER TO MARCH
Monday to Saturday: 9 - 12.30 am / 2 - 6 pm
(closed on Tuesday afternoon and on Thursday morning except during
school holidays)

www.saintquayportrieux.com

TO TRAVEL ALL YEAR LONG, JOIN US ON:

BIENVENUE SAINT-QUAY-PORTRIEUX

BIENVENUE_SAINT_QUAY_PORTRIEUX

BIENVENUE SAINT-QUAY-PORTRIEUX

SAINT-BRIEUC BAY TOURIST OFFICES
OFFICE DE TOURISME DE LA BAIE DE SAINT-BRIEUC
7 quater rue des Lycéens Martyrs - 22000 Saint-Brieuc
+33 0(2) 96 33 32 50 - info@baiedesaintbrieuc.com
www.baiedesaintbrieuc.com
OFFICE DE TOURISME DE BINIC-ÉTABLES-SUR-MER
6 place Le Pomellec - 22520 Binic-Étables-sur-mer
+33 (0)2 96 73 60 12 - info@besurmer-tourisme.com
www.besurmer-tourisme.com
OFFICE DE TOURISME DE QUINTIN
6 place 1830 - 22800 Quintin
+33 (0)2 96 74 01 51 - quintin@baiedesaintbrieuc.com
www.baiedesaintbrieuc.com
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Find all our souvenir
suggestions in the
Tourist Office shop
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INFORMATION ON www.saintquayportrieux.com

Office de tourisme de Saint-Quay-Portrieux
17 bis rue Jeanne d’Arc 22410 Saint-Quay-Portrieux
+33 (0)2 96 70 40 64
tourisme@saintquayportrieux.com
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